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Introduction 
In the semi-arid regions of the southwest the 
Mexican Bean Beetle is a very important pest of the 
bean crop. During the season of 1919 it was the 
author·' s privilege to make some careful observations 
on the life economy of this insect while employed by 
the United States Bureau of Entomology,· and later to 
make a study in.some detail of its morphology~ 
The Mexican bean beetle belongs ~o the highly 
beneficial ladybird family, Cocc1nell1dae. It is 
one of the very few species of this family known to 
feed from choice upon vegetation. Other members of 
this family are among our most beneficial predatory 
insects, feeding almost exclusively upon plant lice, 
·scale insects, soft bodied larvae, and insects eggs. 
This particular species has chosen the bean as its 
food anq has become a pest of major importance. In· 
a few widely separated localities of the. United States 
it is to the beari crop what the Colorado Potato Beetle 
is to the potato crop, a most sisnifioant pest in the 
region which it inhabits. It is far more difficult 
to control than its striped neighbor because or the 
susceptibility or the bean plant to tnjury from the 
use of araenical sprays. 
I am indebted to Professor S~ J. Hunter and Dr. 
H. B. Hungerford for their enthusiasm, encouragement, 
2. . 
and helpful suggestions, which made this paper possible; 
to Dr. B. p. Lawson for his interest and help with.the 
work·; to Mr. C. Howard Curran, Mr. W. H. Brown, Mr. J. t.· 
Bruer, for many kindly courtesies while in the laboratory; 
to Dr. H. G. MacMillan of Greeley, Colorado for taking the 
photographs; to Mr. Philip Readio for photographing my 
drawing, and to Prof. w. fi. Hargrove and Prof. F. A. Ogle 
of Greeley, Colorado for their aid in securing live 
material. 
History 
This insect has been known by various common names 
such as "spotted bean-beetle" 1 · '1bean bug", nbean beetle", 
"bean ladybird", and "Mexican bean beetle", any one of 
which would be quite appropriate.· Since the last named 
title has appeared in several official publications it 
is quite likely ·it will become the established name. It 
is the name that will be used in this paper. 
According to Leng (23)*in his catalog of Coleoptera 
of North l~merica the original description of the' Mexican 
bean beetle was by Mulsant (27) in 1850 •. It was described 
from Mexico as Epilachna corrupta, and according to J. F. 
Wielandy (34) its injuries were observed in· New Mexico at 
about the same period. · 
In 1859 Dr. J. L. Leconte catalogued Epilachna 
corrupta from eastern New Mexico. The description by 
*Numbers refer to corresponding number in Bibliography at 
the end of this paper. 
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Bland (11 p• 256) in 1864 of Epilachna maculaventr!s is 
undoubtedly this same species and is so listed by Leng 
I 
(23) in hi~ catalog of Coleoptera mentioned above~ 
In 1883 Drs; Le6onte and Horne (22 P• 118) in their 
Classification of Coleoptera of North America, after a 
description of the genus, state •• , •• ,, •• "The.genus extends 
from the Ea.stern States to· Arizona where Epilaohna mexicana. 
occurst but has not occured in me.ratime California, 
., a.l though Epilachna corrupta has oocured at Lake 'I'ahoe. In 
this same year Professor George H. Stone (29 p.: 198) writes 
to c. v. Rileyt then Government Entomologist·, as follows: 
"By this mail I am sending you a tin box containing larvae 
and perfect' beetles, which promfse to have as unenviable 
a reputation as Doryphorsa 1,9 ... lineata. From egg to the 
grave they are voracious. 'rhey are good ~udges. or food. 
With me they have confined their attack to black wax beans 
and enclosed leaves and pods show their mode of attack. 
The early b~oods ate nearly all kinds or vegetables in a 
neighboring garden~. They are rapidly spreading in the 
vicinity. I judge there are two or three broods ~ach 
year like Doryphora.· The adult beetles are not so active 
as their ten lined relatives however. They do not drop 
when the plant is shaken, so readily as the potato beetle. 
I have had but little chance to study them as they 
appeared only a few da~s ago. Within that time they have 
· eaten almost every leaf on a good sized patch of wax beans, 
and today I have made a·rrangements to have them all picked 
4. 
by ha.nd, so they shall not have a chance to hibernate .. ~' 
(August· 26 1 1883) • 
Th.e above·letter contains our first.known account 
of the food and injurious habits of th:l.'s species. 
J •. F.· Wielaudy (34 p. 113-115 a11d 34 p. 121) ·writ~ng 
. to the United States Bureau of Ji;ntomology mentions this 
insect several times, and describes at some length its 
appearance, depredations, and habits an follows: 
·Extracts from ·First Letter. -Springer, t~ew Mexico, J~ly 23, 
1889 ........... "I have· described this pla.nt (referring to 
Convolvulus) so particularly because the larger of two 
species of bugs, which is or a. paler color and with 
fewer less marked black dots (the one in the small box), 
is found in large quantlties on the plants and the 
Mexicans have an idea, whether correct or not (of this I 
am no ju'dge beoause ! am no·t an -entomologist), that the 
frijole chinch (t,ha smaller bug in the square box), which 
is the destruative·bug that .preys on the beans, originates 
from the other •. The convolvulus bug appears early in the 
spring. I gathered it on plants myself in May. The bean 
bug appears in July. The bean bug commits great depre-
dations on bean fields, of.tan destroying them entirely. 
The only means the Mexicans have ~ound to somewhat 
prevent its r~vages is to plant their beans late, about 
the middle of July, the bug.appearing to swarm in smaller 
,, 
numbers later in the· season. The chief season for the 
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Mexican bee.n bug seems to be from the middle of July to 
the first of September----------. 
The reply from the United States Bureau of Entomology 
to Mt'• Wielandy is aR follows: uI have ·yottr letter of .the 
22nd, 23rd, and 24·th of .July and also all of the specimens 
which you mention·----··· The insect which you call the 
Mcv: Mcxicrm bean bug is §_pila.chn~ Corrupta, one of the 
few plant-feeding lady-b~rds-------. · The application of 
an arnenical poison early in the season should b~ an 
effective remedy against the bean bug----•-"· (,July 31, 1889) 
Extracts from the Second Lette11 .-Springeri fl, Mex., July 30, 
1889.. - n In order to invest 1ga te the Mex! can bean 1mg more 
fully (there being no beans in this immediate neighborhood) 
I wont la.st Sunday to Watrous, some fifty miles south of 
this place on ·the Atchison, Topekn & Sa.nta F0 Railroad, 
where I examined t.he farm of Mr. Willi;:1m Kroonig, who is, 
with me, one of the very few persons who take an interest 
in such matters in New_Mexico. The result is that I am 
enabled to send you today the insect in the egg stage, 
the larva, and the imago stage. The J?Upa.e I am not able 
to procure for reasons evident enough c In conversi.ng 
with Mr. Kroen1g I find the followi~g facts: That he has 
known the insect since he h~s been in this region, which 
is about forty years; that it was then just as bad as 
now; that it is found chiefly on beans cultivated in old 
fields, and on land ne~vly cultivated is comparatively 
scarce, or even unknown, for t.he first few years; that 
I 
:tt frequently destroys the entire crop; that the only 
way to lteep down 1ts ravages to some extent. is to. plant 
the bElans during the :1.nterva.1 between the f lrst,, appearance 
of the bugs ar!d their seoond a.ppetirarlce in the fall• The 
question w! th me no11 is to find out if they ha"'1e more than. 
one brood, and if so• how mariy. Durlng my vtsit I examined 
a new .field of beans in which thera were no insects. From 
that we went to a corn field in which there were beans 
planted among the corn. We there found chiefly larvae 
a.rid only four bugs. The bugs had appa.rently laid their 
eggs and died.. The larvae were nearly all the, same size. 
I also found three: bunches of eggs, which, together wlth 
the le.r.vae, I put in a, ~·mall vial with a mixture of 
-~dcohol and water.. The parent bug appeared about the 
l~th or July for the first t1me in this looslity 
possibly a few days sooner. On the 20th they~ ae well 
as the eggs, tamre noe.1'lY all gone, I finding, as stated, 
only four bugs al1d three bunches of eggs.:-----I am 
positive that another appearnnQe of the full grown bug 
oocurs in September and October, because I saw some ot 
them at that time:t C)f the year myself. You have no doubt 
reoeivad some of the bugs I sent you last v1eak .enclosed 
1n letters; one being found on a species of Ipomeae or 
Convolvulus; the other being the notoriovs Mexican been 
bug, wh:Lch is the br·own bug of the Coleoptera order 
Sixteen spotted. I will continue my observations on 
this insect. I send you a few bean leaves to show 
· you the manner· in which its depredations are· committed. 
You will notice that it does not eat the leaf, but only 
the parenchyma on both sides. It also eats the pods, 
flowers and the very small young pods •••••••••• " 
Extract from Third Letter--Santa Fe, N. Mex., July 26, 
1890--"I notice on page 376 of Insect Life Vol. II for 
May and June 1890, that the Epilaohna corrupta, which 
I trust will continue to be known vulgarly as the New 
Mexican Bean-bug or New Mexican bean-eating Lady-bird 
--for !·have not been able to learn that it feeds upon 
any other plant except those of the Phaseolus family 
--is also ~ound in Colorado. From this I infer that 
the so-called arid region of the Rocky Mountains is its 
I 
- native habitat. But I also venture to fortell that if 
it should ever chance to spread further east, it' will 
prove as destructive to the bean there as the Doryphora 
' . 
decemlineata once proved to the potato. You suggest Paris 
green as a remedy, and it may t~erefore be interesting to 
you to know that I have tried its appliance, and to learn 
how it resulted. I may say that it effected a radical 
cure. It killed not only the insects, but also a great 
part of the vines (especially those of the wax pod 
varieties, which·appear more delicate), and utterly 
ruined several rows of new varieties, suoh as the 
a. 
Yosemite Mammouth, Dwarf Lima, Bush Bean, Flageolet 
Wax, Black-eyed Wax 1 eta., which I had obtained from 
New York at considerable expense for trial in our soil 
· and climate .......... The only bean plants which escaped 
entirely unscathed under the Paris green treatment, 
among some f iftcen sorts grown in rows side by side for 
experimental purposes, were the native frijoles, which 
remained entirely unaff'eoted by the corrosive action of 
the a.rse}oua poison. The row of these Mexican beans now 
stands in the garden, still growing in wonderful exuber-
ance, and covered with an immense profusion of pods, some 
of these already ripening, while of the other beans 
p:r•obably not over one-fourth are alive. I would there-
fore advise great care in the use of arsenical compounds 
with beans, as it appears to corrode and· burn both the 
leaves and the stalks. The solution used was at the rate 
of 1 pound to 100 gallons ot• water and was applied about 
three weeks ago, once •••••••••••• The Epilachna made its 
appearance here about the 25th day of June and now some 
belated stragglers are still occasionally met with. The 
only safe remedy I.know of against the insect is to plant 
the beans either very early, or very late, here from the 
15th of April to the first of May, and from the 15th of 
June to the 10th of ·July. The beetle does not seem to 
trouble the very young plants and is not found after the 
first of August in this locality and latitude ••••••••••• " 
9. 
In 1897 Rev. Hanry s. Gorham (16 p. 242) considered 
this spedie~ with the Coccinellidae of Central America, 
indicating the synonymy, and the distribution in Mexico, 
Guatemala, and Panama, with notes on varlation and 
colored illustrations of the adult and of the larvae.! 
tn 1899 Dr. F. H. Chittenden (7) in his article, 
"Insects Injurious to Beans and Peas", gives a short 
I .. account containing a general description of this insect, 
1 ts injury, a!ld a suggested remedy. In this same year 
Thomas ·L. Casey {3) in his "Revision oJ.~ the American 
Coccin4111dae" characterizes this species comparing it 
with Epilachna borealis • 
. In 1900 Dr. Cocltere11 (12) stated that thls species 
was the· "barie of bean growers in New Mexico, from 
ChicorirJO Canon ....... to the Mesilla valley."! 
In "Notes on Colorado Insects" by A. N. Caudell 
(5) 1902, we find this o.ccount,~'The bean ladybi.rd 
(Ep1lachna corrueta)' "An extreme case of injury by 
I 
this spotted bean beetle was observed near Fort Collins, 
where a large patch of beans l1ad nearly every laaf killed 
by the larirae of this insect. At that time, in July, the 
beetles were in the pupal state, hanging i.n great numbers 
from the underside of the leaves •••••••• The insect is 
described by Professor Gillette in BU:lletin 19 of the 
*References taken direct from Chittenden u. s. Dept. Agric. 
Bulletin No. 843 ( 
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Ool.orado Experiment Station.'" 
In n 11st o!"' Coleoptera found in New· Mexico we find 
this statement by w. Knaus (21), 1906, 'Epilachna corrupt.a, 
Mula., Common, damaging potato vines and beims near 
Wootens.' It is very likely that this report as far as 
the potato was concerned was incorrect since this species 
is rarely, if ever found ,feeding on anything· except plants 
belonging to Phnseolus family. 
In 1907 H. c. Ftlll a.11d T. D. Ii· Coclter4?.11 (14) gave 
its distribution by localities in Uew Mexico, and report-
ed ·it as injurious to boans in each case. A. w. ~orrill 
(26 p. 165) in 1913 gives a brief note on its distribution 
.1.n Al"izona. E. o. Essig 111 his publication_ <)f 1915 (13 
p. 219) stat,es U1at Eollachna corrupta. is said to have 
been .found in Cnl.!for11ia, but gives no specific local! ties. 
It is. very likely thut this insect has not yet occurred in 
California. 
'l~here have been several recent publlcations conc,~rning 
thi~ insoot, all within a few years of each other, due to 
slmu·lta11t~ou.s actlv.i ty on. t.he part of' State Experiment 
Stations. D. E. Mer1.,iH. in 1917 is flrst with a bulletin 
for the Ncn1 Mexico Experiment St.,a.tlon (25). This bulletin 
gives at some length a very comprehensive and detailed 
account. of the inju1--icus habl·ts, life history and distri-
bution and s-uggested methods of' control. Two bulletins 
from the United Sta tee Bu1"eau of Entomology are next by 
11. 
p. H. Chittenden {9) and F. H. Chittenden and a. o. 
~arch in 1919 and 1920 respectively (10). The latter 
of these two bulletins g1ves in a more general way 
accounts of the distribution, injurious habits~ life 
history, and suggested methods of control~ Two 
publications appear in 1921. The first by w. E. Hinds 
(19) gives a general account of the very recent, 1918 
or 1919, introduction of this species into the state 
of Alabama. The second is by George M- List o~ the 
Colorado Experimont Station (24). This bulletin em-
bed 1es in detail. the 11.fe history records and control 
experiments covering a period of four seasons. Prior 
to his bulletin in 1921 Mr. Hinds has seve'.r'al short 
articles 1n the Journal of Economic Entomology (18) 
concerning the introduction of this species into 
Alabama. A popular nrtlcle by J. Sidney Cates (4) 
denllng with the introduction of this species into the 
South and East and its possible resul t,s appE?zred in the 
Country Gentlemen in 1922. A bulletin by A. M. Bentley, 
of the Tennesse~ State Board of Entomology, No. 41 was 
published in 1922. 
Popular descriptions of the Mexican bean beetle 
were published by Gillette (15) in 1898, Sanderson 
(28.P• 315) in 1915, and Chittenden (8 p. 109) in 1917. 
Distribution 
Until the last few years the operations of the 
12. 
Mexican bean beetle have been confined to the semi-arid 
regions of Arizona, New Mexico and Colorado extending 
well do·:m the .i:'\,,rktmsas valley• It has been known in. 
these regions fot'* more than fifty years. 1 ts distri-
bution in Colorado is confined largely to t.he foothill 
regions of the sastern sl~pe of .. the Rocky Mountains. The 
older settlers repot'·t inju1,.,.y to beans during tha early 
development of the oldost seot .. J.ons of the state. Hative 
food plants have nevor boen round ill tlleae states. i.rhis 
would indicate that it .ia not a native of these regions. 
The litONJ.ture and early reco11 ds suggest that it came 
into the United States from Mexico, (3 p. 103), (9), (22), 
where it undoubtiedly has· ni4. t1ve food plants. 
It has occurred in these semi•arid regions at 
&.ltitudes up to 7000 feet. and at w.intcr temperatures as 
luw ~.a. thirty degrE:es below zero. The injury to the bean 
• 
crop has been ft'*equently quite sevt:u•e, but thfJ spread has 
seemed to be slow and in a gt;neral way but little damage 
was done· .in the Plains region. In July 1£i2o this species 
was four.1.d. to be well established i1·1 Ala.be.mu., 11hen specimens 
were oent to the Alabama E=<perliment Stat 1 on f'rorn · cer·tain 
counties in·tha.t stute. 11hiS is its first known o.ppoar-
ance east of the ~asaiasippi raver.. Since thfat time it 
has spread to other nearby counties in Alabama and across 
th<~ line into Georgia. Its introduction into these 
sou ther•n regions is supposed to have ocouri-·ed in shipments· 
13. 
of either alfalfa hay or be.ans or possibly both materials 
produced in the infested regions of Arizona, New Mexico, 
and Colorado. {18 P• 486 and 430). 
The Mexican bean beetle has demonstrated _its ability 
to adapt itself to new ·Climatic conditions. There seems 
to be,no natural barrier to prevent its steady spread to 
all parts of the United States wherever beans are grown. 
Nothing can prevent 1ts advance into New York and 
Michigan where large quantities of beans ~re grown. The 
annual d1ssem1natio~ by flight is certain. The author 
has seen the adults rise high in the air and sail to other 
parts of the field. While this method of distribution is 
important, o.bservations would indicate that it is not so 
importan~ as distribution by commercial shipments of hay 
·and grain. 
It is an interesting fact, but this Mexican bean 
beetle is the third major pest we have received from 
Mexico. The first two, viz; the Colorado Potato beetle, 
and the. boll wevil may be said to have done some good 
along with their depredations. The Colorado potato beetle 
is largely responsible for the use of arsenicals, which are 
used so extensively today to protec~ plants from the 
ravages of insects. The second, the boll wevil, we all 
know has effected a most wonderful improvement in Southern 
farming. 
There is then the possibility that the Mexican bean 
14. 
beetle will be an important factor in oaus1ng the.bean 
growers to develop new and improved methods of farming. 
The known distribution of this pest in the United 
States ia shown in figure 1. 
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Fig.l. Map sho~ing the distribution of the Mexican 
Bean Beetle in the United States. April 1,1923. 
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Anatomical Descriptions 
The Mexican bean beetle belongs to the highly 
beneficial family of Cocc1nell1ds. It is one of the 
few plant feeding species of ladybird beetles and .. 
therefore becomes injurious rather than beneficial. 
The adult (Pl. I, r. l) is a robust "hard shelled" 
beetle, oval in outline, densely pubescent, and very 
closely but unevenly punctured. The newly developed 
adult is cream yellow. Each elytron is marked with 
eight small black spots or variable size, three of which 
are sub-basal, the median less basal, and three in ·a 
transverse range just before the middle, scarcely larger 
than the sub-basal, the median a little larger, and two 
near the apical fourth, placed near the inner fourth and 
the outer third. The under surface anci legs are pale 
throughout.· The. adults grow darker with age until they 
become a dark bronze color. At this time the spots are 
not so conspicuous. 
The genus Epilachna {Epi, 'above•; lachna, 'wool') 
to which this individual belongs is a very large genus 
especially in the tropics or the western hemisphere. 
Only three or f?ur species o.ccur within the United States. 
T~e original descriptions of the genus by Chevrolat 
(6) and the species by Mulsant (27 p. 815) follow: 
EPILACHNA (,sur; ,duvet). ins. - Genera de Coleopteres 
eubpentameres trimeres de Latreille, famille de Coccin-
ellides (Aphidiphages I Lat.) J oree par nous., et adopte par 
M. Dejean, qui, dans son Catlogue, en mentinne 49 especes, 
16.. ' 
dont 27 originaires d'Amerique, 11 d'Afriqua, 8 d'As!e, 
3 de l'Ocaanie et 2 d'Europe. Plusieurs aont communes a deux parties du monde; une trentaine d'especies, soit 
nouvelles, soit oonnues anterieurement, doivent ~tre 
ajouteea a ce nombre. Nous citeeons les 5 Coccinelles 
suivantes, qui appartiennent a ohacun des continents, 
, savoir: Cocoinella boralis, bifasciata Fab., flavicollis 
01., signatipennis d 1Urvil!e et undecimmaculata F. Cetta 
derniere se trouve aux environs de Paris, sur la Bryone, 
Bryon!a dioica, dont elle ronge lea feuilles. Tout sont 
phylloghages. · 
Les Epilachna sont de oouleur rouge brique, a points 
ou band.es noire, noire ou bleue, a taches rouges; le 
·corps' en dessus est oouvert d •un d~vet epais; les elytres 
sont ou ovalaires ou un· peu aouminees sor la suture; lea 
tarses offre offrent un crochet double de chaque ·cote, 
l'interne est plus court. (Taille: 7 a 12 millim. de 
. long sur· 8 a 9 de largeur). (O.) 
Epilachna corrupta, Mulaant, · "ovale; brune, garnie 
d'un duvet gris cendr~, ep dessus~ Elytres ornees 
chacune de hu1t points noirs et denundes; trois, pres de 
la base·, en ran gee a.rgnee en arriere sur ohaque etu 1; 
trois, en rangee transversale un peu apres les deux 
cinquismos de la longeur; les septieme et huiteme, en 
rangee oblique; l'interne, vers las deux tiers; l'externe, 
ver las trois qua.rts. Piede, d'un brun rouge livide. 
Long •. om,0060 (2 2/3 1) - Larg. om,0048 (2 1/8 1). 
Corps brun, garnie dtun duvet gris cendra. Labre, 
.P~ntennes, Palpes et Pieds d 9un brun rouge livide. Tout 
le reste du corps brun ou d'un brun r1oir. L'examplaire, 
d'une.mediocre fraicheur d'apres lequel a ete .fait cette 
description, a la m€me form qua l'E• Mariana, et se 
trouve eliquete de la main de Dejean comme appartment a cette e~pece; mais 11 s'en eloigne visibilment par 
un duvet epais, d'une teinte paraissant plus grise, par 
ses points denudes et surtout par le nombre de ceux-ci, 
et par la position des deux derniers. · 
Patrie: le Mexique (Collect. Chevrolat)tt 
The following description is by Drs. Leconte and 
Horn; (22, f. 118): 
Coccinellidae phytophagi---The form of the mandibles, 
which are armed with several teeth, is the only 
character which distinguishes this series from the 
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Genuine Coccinellidae. It consists of a single group, 
Epilachiae, of which three species of Epilachna ar~ the 
only representatives in our fauna. They are rather 
large, pubescent insects, resembling in form Chilochorous 
more· than a.nY other genus. The sides of. the prothorax 
are but slightly curved and are broadly explanate; those 
of the elytra.a~e rather strongly reflexed. The epipleura 
are horizontal, broadly concave, but do not distinctly 
extend to the sutural tip. The metasternal and ventral 
lines are well defined, the legs are moderately retractile; 
thighs not very deeply suloate 1?eneath, tibae with an 
acute external edge, and shallow groove for the reception 
of the tarsi; the claws in Epilachna are cleft with the 
lower cusp nearly as long as the upper one. The genus 
extends from the Eastern States to Arizona, where~E· 
mexicana occurs, but has not ocourred·in maritime 




The Head - The head is·deeply inserted, with the pronotum 
covering a considerable portion of the eyes. The epistoma 
is narrowed from the base leaying the antennal fossae· 
completely exposed. The antennae of 11 segments are long 
, with loosely art1cula~ed club, inserted within very small 
e exposed fo~a.e remote from the eyes. The head is without 
spots. 
The Mandibles - 'The mandibles are bifid at the tip and 
denticulate on inner side (Pl. l r. 3), stout and 
chitinous with three prominent acute teeth, densely 
pubescent on inner side and on the inner margin. The 
denticulations are serrated on their edges ln the· newly 
emerged specimens• 
The Labrum - The labrum is transversely rectangular, 
slightly larger medially. The anterior margin is covered 
with a short dense pubescence. The posterior half is 
densely covered with long yellO\viah hairs many of them 
extending beyond the anterior margin. A narrow clypeus 
is evident (Pl. 1, r. 2). The sensory pits, each supplied 
with a tactile hair, are situated in the sub-basal angles. 
The Maxillae - The form and relative proportions of ·the 
maxillae are shown in Plate 1 figure 4. The cardo, st1pea, 
and palpifer are all easily distinguished, being separated 
from each other by distinct sutures. The galea is a broad 
spongy lobe distinctly separated from the subgalea. The 
lacinia is much smaller and from a la. teral v_iew appea..rs 
as an oblong appendage. Both galen and lacinia are 
densely covered with a stout pubescence. The palpi are 
four jointed. The fourth joint)securiform and much larger 
than either of the others 1is well supplied on the inner 
surface with sensory pits, many of which are supplied with 
tactile hairs. 
The Labium - The labium is shown in figure 5 Plate 1. The 
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mentum is trapezoidal with a tuft of hairs in the canter. 
The ligula is °'rel. 'rhe ps.lpi a:r·e three jointed, the 
last joint oblong and trunca.te at the t:tp. Tlle pubescence 
is still evident, although not as dense as on othor parts 
of the mouth .. 
The Thorax - The thorax as usual consists of three distinct 
segment.a. 'rhe prothorax ~ .. rt, 1oulates, freely ~i th the 
mcso::J,horax, but the rnas~horax and the met~horax a.re 
firml;:y connected. The p!"othorax 1s tra~sverse, of rather 
small size, b1,..oadly explanate, the apex deeply emarginats. 
Tho pronotum is without spots. '!'he front ooxae are closed 
behind and separated by the proste1"'num. 1rhe metast,ernul 
and ventral lines are well definod. The legs ara moderately 
retractile. Tho tibiae are pt'ovided \Vith a narrow groove 
for the reception of the tarai. The tarsal clawri are 
cleft, w 1th tha lower cusp nearly a.a long e.s t,.he upper 
one. The tarsi in r1eali ty are four jointed, the third 
.1oint being small and rigidly joined to the fourth thus 
giving the appearance of only ·tl1.ree joints {Pl. 1, r. 6). 
Inte1"'nal Ana ·tomy. 
The only parts of the internal anatomy, that have 
been studied in detail for. this paper are the reproductive 
organs of both sex.es. Since the nature of the gentalia 
is destined to play such an important part in systematic 
Entomology it 'ls interesting to see what we have in this 
ps.rti.oula.r individual. Dr. David Sharp and Mr. F. Muir 
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have done an exi~ensive piece of refwa:rch on the 
"Anatomy· of the Malo Genitttl Tube in ColaopLeru'' (30 
and 31) and the nomenclatu1,,e which Uwy have used 'will be 
used :ln thiS pa.pol"• 'rhe following gunHral description Of 
the male genta.lia is gi'ven by the above named author~. 
ttTh.e torm gra~i tal tube 'is usod because it conveys the 
idea of the chief charaoterietics of the parts. What-
ever else the~ may be, however different ,they may appear, 
t' 
thei:r combina.ticn1 to .form· a perfect, tube without orifices 
is remarlr.aple; the onf;; orifice that exists is not a real 
one. It arises from th.g invs.g1na.tiorJ of the tube ·into 
itself. rrhe genital 'tube is therefore a doubled tubQI 
one end of 'Which ls a continuatl.on of the body ~vall, 
while the other divides into a for1t o·r which one bra.noh 
proceeds to each testis." (30 p. 600). Quoting further 
from Dr'. Sharp; "The morphology of the mule genital tube 
(in Colecptera) is really very simple. It may be redl:lced 
to un e>longate continuous tube, which is made to appear· 
shorter and more complicated by a system of invacim~. tions, 
in some respects, comparable to an old fashioned telescope." 
(3l, P• 210) 
~he .following parts can be distinguished. in the male 
tube of t~pllachna corrupta (Pl. IV', r. 1): 
bt Ba~:e or tegmen 
bp Basal piece 
ej Ejaculatory duct 
11 Lateral lobes 
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mf Median fcruoon 
ml Median 1 obe 
mo Median orifico 
ts Medi~n strutt 
te rrest:La 
A group of scl~rites entering into the formation· 
of the genital tube is termed th(~ Aedeagus. n. consists 
of two parts ~iz.; the median lobe (ml) and the tegmen 
which is divided into two parts; the basal piece (bp) 
and. a pair of lateral lobes (11). The basal piece (bp) 
is chi tinized until it forms <i. complete tube surr01inding 
the mec1an lobe (ml). The lateral lobes {11) consist of 
a pair of sl~nd0r organs, their out.er surface being 
continucu3 with the basal piece (1)p) and their position 
boing such thnt they lie one on each side of the median 
lobe (ml}. In general these two parts together form a 
ring lilte ntructure tllrough which thl) median lobe 
protrudes and works freely back and forth. This struriture 
is called tho tegmcn. On account of the e:<tc~nsive 
chi tinlsa ti on of t,he basal pieco in Eplluchno. corru12ta 
these two pieces instead of forming a ring like tegmen 
a:3 shoHn in Arm.tin oncellu.tu (Pl. v. f. 3) fo'rrn ·u tublar 
structure as dascr·ibud ci.bova. 1rhe r:mdian lobe or penis 
t~.s it is oal led by some uuthorR (Verhoff 35 p. 1-80) .is 
~ell dE~velopod and quite dist;Lnct ,from the tegmen. !t 
is n long "sn sh.f .. pad t-ubo highly chitinized on the diB'tal 
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end while the basal part is entirely membranous (bt). 
~) 
In the dissected specimen there is a small amount of 
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play within the curved tub~ar tegmen. The median 
or ifi ce1 ( r. 1, mo) 1 s situated on the distal end and 
the median foramen (mf) at the basal extremity. The 
ejaculatory duct enters the median lobe thru the median 
foramen (f. l, Pl. IV.). The ejaculatory duct is of 
considerable length, and is rather easy to discover in 
the fresh specimens, but is somewhat difficult to detect 
in older material~ It divides near the center of the 
abdomen into two branches each one of which proceeds to 
a testis. Proceeding apically it enters the median lobe 
through the median foramen. According to Sharp and Muir 
(30 and 31) it continues into the median lobe until it 
. joins the "internal sac". By most authors the internal 
sac is considered a. part of the e jacula.tory duct. By 
Sharp and Muir (as above) it is considered separately 
and generally speaking is larger than the duct, membranous, 
and connecting basally with the duct and apically with the 
distal end of the median lobe at the median orifice. It 
is generally supposed that it is everted and enters the 
female tract during copulation. The above authors (30) 
also state that in some oases the ejaculatory duct and 
the internal sac are undifferentiated, and in this case 
it is difficult to say just how much is evaginated during 
copulation. This is the case when the median lobe is long 
and slender as in the case of Epilachna corrupta. 
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The internal sao as a part of the genital tube has 
been the least investigated. Its study is quite difficult 
and is the ref ore often passed ove·r. No attempt was made 
by the writer to evert the internal sac of Epilachn~ 
oorrupta for as stated above in this type of median lobe 
the internal sac is undifferentiated and practically 
impossible to evert. 
From a study of Sharp (31 - 1918) the writer would 
gather that the internal sac is the most important part 
of the entire tract, all the other parts of the mechanism 
being merely accessory. There is a wide field for some 
further investigati~ns dealing with this delicate piece 
or mechanism in the Coleoptera which according to the 
present tendencies, is likely to play a very important 
part in the field of systematic entomology. 
A single strutt (Pl. IV. r. ts and 7) proceeds from 
the tegmen and is attached to the median lobe and gives 
support to the muscles which actuate it. Thie strutt 
is fastened on the ventral part of the tegmen;~·between 
the lateral lobes. It is expanded at its end (Pl. IV. 
t~ 7). and fits on the expanded portion of the median 
lobe to which it is attached by muscles. 
The aedeagus when at rest and drawn into the abdomen 
lies on its side, and when thrust out the median lobe 
points downward. 
The aedeagus or Anatis oscellata (Pl. v. r. 3) is 
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included here for comparison. The chitinization of the 
basal piece here fot•ms a shield shaped plate. The r~111g 
like tegmen ls shown very clearly. The median lobe has 
a lar•ge amount of play through the tegmen. The median 
lobe is about the same length, slightly more slender, 
with a base' not nearly·as large when compared to the 
same structure 11-i Epila.chna corruEta. The tegminal 
strutt is long and slender as compared to that. of 
Epilachna corrupta. The figures of the aedeagus and 
an~ median lobe of Ep.ilachna crysomelina, and the median 
lobe or EEllachna argue (Pl. v. f's. 5, a, 4) were taken 
from Verhoff's figures ( 35 1-80) and show some interest-
ing comparisons w1 th our Eoi.lacllna corrupta. 
There ~s apparentl.Y a wide difference in the 
structure of the basal piece in !• cryaomel1na as 
compared to that in !• corrupta. In E. crysomelina. it 
is more like the general type forming a shield like piece 
I.(. 
instead of a tub~ar .. structure as in!• oorrupta. There 
is also a noticeable difference in the tegminal strutts~ 
that of [· crysomelina being much narrower and longer 
than in E •. corrupta. '.Che median lobes of the three 
species of Epilachna resemble each other more in form 
and structure than any other parts. 
The entire aedeagus of Epilachna.corrupta is quite 
constant in its structure and form as will be noted by 
a study· of the figures shown in Plate IV. These constant 
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characters were found in a larger number of individuals 
than those figured here (Pl. IV) • The constancy or· 
these characters in ~· 9orrn~pta and the variations as 
pointed out above in the genus would) it, seems_, make them 
of real specific value. 
No doubt the obaerva.tions he-re ar'e not extensive 
enough upon which to make taxonomical generalizations. 
nevertheless since the genital systems of ·Insecta. are 
beginning to play such a.n important part in taxonomy 1 t 
seems well t.o suggest tha.t. this part or the anatomy m1@7ht 
be used. to an advantage in the Epilachna. 
Filnction 
The general function of the male genital tube of 
course is to transfer the seminal fluid from the body 
of ·the male to the female genital condui.t. Female 
Coleoptera are in most. cases, if not all, supplied with 
a epermatheoa., a special vessel for the reception of 
the matter transmitted through t,he male genlt.al tube. 
Just whether this matter must. be placed directly in · 
the spermatheca. or any plaoe in the female conduit, is 
. an ope~ question. The general. opinion is that the 
placing ot the fluid in any part of the female tube is 
adeque.te. Sharp and Muir (30· and 31) hold the view that 
the mnle struct .. u res in a large number or oases act,ually 
place the sperm in the spermatheoa however remote ·that 
vessel may be from the orifice of t~e female conduit. 
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This question can be answered only by taking a large 
number of species, killing them, and dissecting these 
organs.out while in copula. This is a diffic~lt piece 
of work to do because the muscles which control the 
genital organs ~elax when the insect is killed. 
The lateral lobes in· th~s species (E. corrupta) are 
paired and longitudinal in arrangement. Some morphologists 
consider them as modified abdominal appendages. It is 
suggested by Sharp and Muir ( 30 p. 536) that this may not 
be the case since since some Coleoptera have never possess-
ed lateral lobes. This point is an open question and is 
beyond the scope of this paper. They (the lateral lobes) 
are generally considered as "claspers" to grasp and hold 
the female during copulation. In ~· corrupta they are 
placed on the outside of the female venter and appear to 
have no hold. This is the case in all Coccinellidae. 
The Female Genital System 
The female genital system as tak.en from the newly 
emerged specimen is a comparatively simple apparatus 
(Pl. VI. r. 1). The following parts are easily distinguish-
ed; a group of sclerites which make up the pygldium (sc) 
the vagina (vg), the spermatheca ( sp), t.he oviducts ( ovd), 
and the ovaries (ov). The py,gidium is not visible from 
the outside. It is enclosed between the sixth tergite and 
the sixth sternite. 
External Sex Characters 
The two sexes are exactly alike as to their markings. 
The mules are slightly· smaller than the females. · The 
sixth sternite in .the male is marked with a slight central 
indentation ( Pl. VI r. 7). The rear edge of the sixth 
sternite in the female is entire (Pl. VI. r. 3). The 
sixth tergite and the sixth stern1te are arranged 1n the 
same position in both the male and female. 
The Larva 
The larva (Pl. II f. 1, 2, 3) is a yellowish ~piny 
creature. The spines are at first yellowish in color 
but become darker at the tips and more conspicuous as 
the larva grows older. (Pl. II f. 4) The body is 
~~ ~a. 
R:eEVtio sts ~B. the e-entex and tapers sharply anteriorly 
and posteriorly. The head is moderately prominent. The 
same is true of the mandibles and other mouth parts, which 
with the eyes are darker in appearance than the rest of 
the body. The legs are r;ather long and stout and·eaoh is 
armed with a single small sharp claw. The newly hatched 
larva measures about 1.6 mm.· in length and the full grown 
larva about a.75 mm. The larva (moults) four times during 
ita dev~lopment. After each moult except the pupation 
moult the l~rvae are pale yellow in color becoming darker 
after a few hm1rs. The larval stages are described as 
follows: 
First stage. The spines .are very closely appressed when 
the yellowish larva frees 1tsel.f from the egg. As the 
chitin dries, the spines· become erect and are seen to be 
branched at and near the tip. The tips of the b.ranches 
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later become darker. The larva is about 1.3 mm. long by 
o.6 mm. wide. The body tapers sharply and is recurved 
downward. There is a row of four spines across the rather 
prominent prothorax. ·on the rest of. the. body there are 
six· longitudinal dorso-lateral rows, the spines on the 
outside rows being very small and very few. 
Second stage. After the first moult the larva. is about 
2 mm. long and the tip or the abdomen is slightly more 
curved than in the first stage. The spines are longer and 
more branched. The rows of spines are the same in number 
but more pronounced. 
Third Sta~e. After the second moult the larva. is 4 mm. 
long. The spines are longer, more branched from the sides 
and dark tipped. The rows are now pliLLnly seen. In this 
stage the larva takes on a humped back appearan·ce as 
mentioned above, the highest a.nd. widest portion of the 
body being about the middle portion. Th.e body tapers 
sharply posteriorly, not so much anteriorly. 
Fourth Stap:e. At the beginning of the fourth stage the 
larva is about 5.5 mm. long and increases to nearly 1 cm. 
in len~th before the pupation moult. About the only 
difference between the larva. in this stage and the third 
is the size. 
It is during this stage that the maximum amo·unt of 
damage is done, since the larva is largest in size and 
this is the longest stage. 
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The body is composed of three thoracic segments and 
ten distinct abdominal segments. The th1"'ee thoracic seg-
ments taper slightly anteriorly from the first abdomlnal 
segment while the last six abdominal segments taper sharp-
ly thus giving the larva a spindle shaped appearance when 
viewed ventrally -(Pl. II r. 2). If viewed dorsally the 
larva has a humped back appear·a.nce, due to the larger 
anterior a·bdominal segments and the longer· spines on this 
pa.rt ·or the body. The first thoracio segment has a 
shining ~orsal area wlth the four strong many branched 
spines arising from the anterior margin. The posterior 
margin ls clot.had with an irregular row of short stiff 
·hair like spines (Pl. II f. 3). 
~ ae·ad. 1rhe bead (Pl. V f,. i & 2) j_s. a light brown in 
color, the anterior max·gin and the mandibles muci1 cL;;.rker. 
Whsn ~emoved frcirn the body, it is a little longer then 
broad, the sides b:r)oadly rcmnded. The frontal area is 
marked by a sl i~~t depression. The genae a1,e sparsely 
covered '1'!1 th stiff hairs. The an·te!').,'J.e are small some-
what conical and three jointed. The Stacond joint~tw!ce 
as long as the first. The last joint is armed anteriorly 
with a bristle. The epiatoma is represented by the thick-
ened. anterior margin of the :front with which· it is fused. 
It is u.sualJ.y darker in color, with the anterior margin 
nearly stra1ght. The mandibles articulate with the lateral 
edges of the epistoma, ·which are raised and thickened, and 
with th0 anterior margin of the front .. 
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The Mandibles. The ma.ndibles are rather stm:..t, 
tria~1guta.r, with three teeth on the anterior half. The 
teeth do not all ·rise in the same plane. The apical 
tooth ia acut.e and bif.!d. •rhe sub-apical is a.cute and 
rises between the apic&l and the third at an acute angle. 
The third is longer than either of the ~thers and bifid. 
When examined from a dorso-lateral view the mandible 
appenrs to have four teeth. (Pl. V. f. 2) 
Th~ Maxillae. The maxillae are much longer than 
broad and ~Jith a. dist'inct, .inner lobe, the anterior 
portion of which is covered with fine hairs, while the 
outer portion is sparsely equipped with stouter and longer 
hairs. The cardo, stipes, and palpiger are fused into· 
·one piece- The pal pi are four·· jointAid (Pl. !I. f. 1). 
~ l.tabiurn. The 1~~b1um, vi.e\Yed ~rentrally,,. han a 
narrow 1 barrel shaped sub-mental· lobe attQohed to the 
maxi'ilaa. The mentum, palpiger,. and l 1gula. are fused. 
The palpi are short, contcal, and two joint~d. The .inner 
part or the ligula is fleshy and contiguous with the 
pharynx. 
The arrangement of the pubescence on both the 
maxillae and the labium does not seem to be characteristic 
or co.nstant. 
~ Clypeus. The clypetlS is broad at .. the base, the 
sides narrowed to the anterior margin. It is slightly 
shorter than the labrum and decidedly bro~der {Pl. II. f .:.,,. 2); 
Tho I.1ab1 ... um. The labrum is mo1"'e chi t.1nous, and trans-
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versely rectangular, about twioe as broad as long. 
The Pupa 
'I:wo or three days before pupa ti on the larvae cease 
feeding and attach themselves to the under side of" the· 
leaves, stems or pods of the bean plants, and often to • other nearby plants. After attaching themselves the 
larvae g., through the last moult by casting the la1 .. val 
slctn back over the thora1'!; to the rear of the abdomen 
where it remains !n a whitish wrinkled mass, as a 
.protection to the last third of the body. The tips of 
the: spiner1 still remain conspicuous on the cast s1tin. 
The pupa is ovate in outl1ne,a·bout the size of the 
adult. It is yellow in color. The head is folded forward 
on the thorax and the posterior legs reach the tlp of the 
wing sheath •. rrhts position of the head gives the body a 
rounded truncate appearance. The body tapers rapidly 
from the ·beginning of the thorax to the tip of thh 
abdomen. 1rhe surface is sparsely covered wi.th bristle-
like setae, and long hairs. The tip of the abdomen ~ermi­
n.ntes in two small black tiped conical processes (Pl. II 
f. 5 & 6}. 
Feeding Habits 
The coccinellid family of lady-beetles is universally 
known a.s a highly benefic is.1. family on account of the 
predaceous habits of the majority of the members of that 
familyR It ~as been known for some time by those in a 
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position to know that the Coocinellidae are by no means 
as universally oarni'V'orous aa ls generally supposed, but 
that veget~ble matter forms a considerable portion or 
their food at certain seasons of the year. There is no 
question but that Cocclnella 9-notata., Adalia blpuncta.ta, 
and ot~1ers t')f our most common la.dy~birds in both the larval 
and adult stages feed almost entirely, if not all together, 
on plant lice. They have been observed by many act.ua'l:ly 
feeding voraciously on quite a number of species of aphids, 
so 'tl1at this habit is in no doubt. On the contrary 
Epllachna cor:rupta and its cogener Epila.chna borealis are 
famous as herbivores. '£his leads us to the question, just. 
what, if any, dif'fe:rence in the mouth structures accompalJ.ies 
this difference in habitsr 
In Eplla.chna is f o·und a stout chi ti nous mandible with 
a promin€lnt 1;1.cut,e a.pfcal tooth and two smaller internal 
teeth which might well belong to a carnivore (Pl. I. r. 3) 
and (Pl. III. r. 3). Coc6inella and Adalia are equipped 
with a mandible that would as readily be referred to a 
pollen ox-~ a fruit feedex·. '.Che mar1dible is distinctly 
compound wl ti:1 all the scleri tes ~istinctly marked, the 
apical tooth small and bifld (Pl.· III. f. 3). It will 
be notloed from the figures that the differences are not 
confined to the mandibles (Pl. II. f's. 2, 4, 5 and Pl. III.) . 
Coocinella and Adalia differs markedly .in form from that of 
Epila.chna. The oensor•y structures are more regularly 
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arranged in Epilachna than in Ada.l1a and are much more 
numerous especially 'in E .. borealis. The maxillae of the - . . 
two groups are £ts different a.s the other parts, but 
represent more nearly in each case• structur•es oorr:p&t.t ble 
with t.he feed Ing ha.td ts of each group. Note the more 
chi tini zed gal ea Ln the case of lidalia Bnd C occ ine"11.l-t as 
comps.red with the flef'hy swab like galea o.f Epilachna. 
This noted differenct:) in the mouth parts has been 
used as a character in cles8if1oation (22 p. 114) to 
divide the Coocinellidae into two series viz; Coccinellidae 
g;en~tini 1 and Coccinellidae Eh:tophagi. The characters are 
not considered of ~Uff ioient importance to be ~sed as sub~ 
.family characters. Casey in his "Revisio~ of Coccinellidae" 
(3) does not ~se these characters at all and stat.es that it 
is unpractical because of the difficulty of observing4 
In the 1.ight of tod1J.y this would not be a eerious 
object.1or1 for the mouth parts of the Coleoptera are 
certainly as accessible as the genital organs. However 
the writer is convinced, so far as these studies are 
concerned, that the mouth parts of Epilachna offer no 
characters of specif le value. 
Life History and Habits as observed by the 
author at Greeley, Colorado, 1919 
Hibernating adults which had successfully passed the 
winter began appearing about the rn.iddle of June. The first 
·individuals were found June 1.6 feeding on beans. A week. · 
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to ten days luter they began laying eggs. The bright 
yellow eggs were always deposited on the under ·side of 
tha leaves ln clusters of about forty or more (Pl. VII) • 
. About two ·weeks later, July 9-10, the eggs began to hutch. 
The tiny.yellow larvae begin feeding in a colony near the 
egg clust~r (Pl. XIII), As they grow older they become 
.. 
sepu.~at..od and d 1.J not necessarily oonfine their f:Jodlag 
to th~ underside of the leaf (Pls. VIII & IX). As tho 
season ad,mnces they are four1d f~adin;; on all pal ... ts of the 
p1ar:it., blossoms and pods lncludi:Jd. The larvae ·vere pri~sent 
I 
in o.11 stages frorn the first appeur·ance until September- 101 
·and pe~haps even later. Ten or twelve days later, July 22, 
pupae wsre found. T:·uring the fore part of the f:40a~3on ·.1hen 
foliage is plentiful pupation takes place 0~1 tho undarslda . 
of the leaf. In case the !oliage ~as bean extensively 
destroyed pupation may take placa on ei t.rrnr sidt~ of the 
lor.tf or on both sides. •1•tt1:mty-five to thtrty pupae on a 
s 1 ngl e l ea.f are n{)t uncommon. As many as one hundN?d on 
~ single leaf were reported in a case wher0 infestation 
w~;.s heavy. This congreg;:!ting at the t.lme of pu.pa·tion seems 
to be char·ac'teristic of the species (Pl. XI). Pupae i.1·sre 
observed on other plants ne:.1:r be~ms. 1rh.is was t.he case 
when the foliage of the beans was ulmo~t destroyed. 
·On July 28 adul ~s of the rir'st br·ood r1ere obset•·ved, 
in number ur.til a.bout Septer.1bcr· 1 wh~n the3 seer.;ed to have 
reached ths.ir· rnuximum in llLd:t1bero. Tile .fi1~st b1"ood adults 
fll"'O much lighter• in colo1l than U1e lli bornu ting indi vidua.ls 1 
boing a bright yellow at the t!rtu:l of emergEmce. 'rhtiY 
gradually become dar·ker,. r.lnd at. hibernut.ing time somo. are 
a durlt recldish.-brovm, almost, as darlr;. if not entir<~ly so,. 
as the hlbornating. individuals. Eggs depositod by this 
new brood were obsei:'ved on August. 28 a11d .3•3ptomber 2. It . 
ls possible that eggs were deposited by this brood earlier 
than these ~utes. Tne evidence here is not conclusive 
enough. In any case the oggs werie not plentiful. 
'There is uo def ini ta placf.; in the 1 ife history of this 
species to sapa:ra t\l the diffel'.~ent Ol"Oods. Apparently there 
th1 s local 1 ty. The fact tl1u t larivaE; wcr·e observed in all 
stages of d13velopment during the entire setu'Jan would 
i:mggeat two broods. Further the fact, that first brood 
a.dult-s began issuing ratner lat0, and that so few' egg 
clusters were found in lat© August and Soptombsr v1ould 
suggest only a parti~l second broodr 
Jnjury 
So far as obsez•ved the bean ladybird confines 1 ts 
feeding to beans only. It has been tak~n on other plants 
but never reund f oeding • The var·i ety of beans seems to 
make no particular difference as to susceptibility to 
attack. The adults do not appear to attack the very young 
plants to any considerable extent. This fact is _probably 
Purthern~oro tho over1 winter•lng ~~dulta do not confine their 
lees !lOticeab le •. rl Uto the ~.d.ults UStH:\lly (f.\t~t. antiroly 
thru the lett'.f, they oft~m m<~rely serape tho m.J.rface, lou.ving 
;; s the 'folio.ge begins to dit3 they atto.clt the potit~, Bo11iatimes 
whU.o on BGEH.i lJtHtlW thh1 dnrrmge mny r10t en.use no serious a 
'.NH:.1 porcent of' inju'r!i by thi£~ adult is tltiall as cor:rpared 
the siiri\u;~e len·\rJ.ug th~: flkr:.letcn of the leaf in plain view. 
;~ltho vr.tth corrLinv.ed fu·edlng ir1 a limited spa.ye they may 
nnd while 1~ost of them continue to feed 011 the underfJide of 
the leaf, o f·ew may be found r·eeding most. u.ny place on t...he 
·plant. 
Un2~imur:~ dt:lumg.;.' occurred in this locality during the 
rnorith of ihigust:. This is thn period when the new T·:.dults 
. 
u:ce fe:?eding along ?Ji th the l1u-·vae, and the ti·10 broods of 
larvae ovorlep. Dumi~e was generally worse nea~ fences, 
along ditch banks, ·and on beans receiving an extra amount 
of water by accident or seepage. 
The above data may be summarized as follows: 
Hibernating adults ~ppeared~-~-----June 16 
Present 1n large numbers by--------J~ne 25 
Began depositing eggs--~--------- ... -June 25 
Eggs began hatohing----------------July 10 
Larvae began pupating------·-------July 22 
Adults issued------------.---·------July 28 
Egg clusters (lat brood) found-----Aug. 28 
Sept. 2 
Maximum numbers 1st brood adults---Sept. l 
Adults becoming sluggish-----------Sept.10 
Maximum damo.ge-----------Aug. l t·o Sept. 1 
Second brood eggs were probably deposited, 
but not observed before, August 28. 
The above data may be further sum~arized as follows: 
Egg period ) 
) 28 days 





The life cycle period he~e of 34 days compares 
favorably wi~h the following life cycles as obtained by 
Mr. Marsh in 1916 and 1917 ·and the author at a later d.ate. 
(1922) 
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The above summary, together with later data may be 
shown in schematic form as below. It will be noticed 
that there is .a period in July and August when the two 
broods of larvae overlap. This period corresponds to the 
maximum damage referred to above. 
. . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • 
:May: June: Jul:v:Aug.: Sept: Oct :Nov. :Dea.: 
• • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • 
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The second brood is not an important factor economically 
in Colorado. The season ia usually so short that only a 
small percent of the first brood adults produce eggs for a 
second generation. In 1918 and 1919 the season was longer 
than usual and there were considerable portions of a second 
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brood~ Mr. List (24 p. 35) estimates that for these 
years 25 per cent or the first brood beetles deposited 
second brood eggs. This estimate agrees with the author's 
observations for the second year,. (1919). when there was 
a large second brood and in many cases the damage was 
quite severe. A large per cent of ·this second brood. is 
destroyed and does not reach maturity. There are three 
vulnerable points here. 1. Many or the eggs are infertile. 
2. Many of the larvae die in embryo, and 3. Many of the 
larvae die in the field due to cold weather. 'In view of 
the above factors a second ·generation may be a detriment 
to this insect in such a climat~ as Colorado. In warmer 
sections of the country this is not the case. In the 
experiments of u. F. Howard (36) at Birmingham, Alabama, 
four generations were completed in the insectary. 
Al,though temperature cond1 tions favored a fifth generation 
it did not occur. First brood eggs were deposited Ma~ch 
22, 1921 and the fourth generation adults hibernated about 
November frth. Successful development was not observed at 
a temperature below 60° F. Mr. Howard further states that 
this species (E. corrupts) is a double-generation insect 
in.the Southeastern United States. 
Hibernation 
The Mexican bean beetles pass the-winter in only the 
adult stage. They begin to disappear for hibernation in 
the fall as soon as frosts injure the food plants. They 
40.' 
remain inactive untiil the 11ext June. The hibernating 
adults are very hard to find in Colorado. In the warmer 
regions of Alabama this does not seem to be the case 
(19 p. 16). Mr. List (24) reports very little data on this 
phase of the life history. The author found one specim~n 
and part of another under a pile of bean vines and-embedded 
-
in the soil ~nd in the United States Experiment Sta.tion 
garden at Greeley, Colorado in December 1918. Later 
observations on September 13, 1922 revealed 6 or a speci-
mens in a clump.of box elder sprouts of one seasons gr~wth. 
Most of these specimens were under a small American flag 
which had lodged in the sprouts and had become covered. with 
leaves. They v1ere quite active when disturbed. Further 
search on December 2,. 1922 revealed 6 ~ore specimens in. 
the same clump of sprouts. These individuals were cling-
ing close to the sprouts from k to 2 inches below the 
surface of .the ground. The above clump of sprouts was 
about 30 to 45 fee·t from a row of Golden Wax· beans. This · 
row of beans was well supplied with adults early in . 
September, <And l t is quite 111{ely these hibernating 
individuals had come from these beans. The beetle hiber-
nates gregariously although the tendency seems to be to 
small groups. The habit1 of hibernation is the most 
pronounced characteristic of the family Coccinellidae 
which the Mexican bean beetle retains. 
A very interesting life history record was worked 
41. 
cut by Mr. H. o. Marsh (10) in Colorado as follows: 
"A pair of beetles which developed in late August 1914, 
mated. August· 20th and were isolated. These beetles 
commenced hibernation October 12, and on November 10 the 
rearing cage containing earth a.nd some dead bean leaves, 
under which the beetles rested, was placed in the 
laboratory cella~ until May 20, 1915, when 1t was again 
placed in the open air. The beetles emerged from hiber-
nation. June 15, and bega.11 feeding. The first eggs were 
laid June 18, and from this stock the species was reared 
for two seasons (1915 and 1916) without a single break. 
The record for 1915 is given in Table I and that for 1916 
ln Table II· 
Table I - Generations of Epilachna corruptain 1915. 
(Chittenden and Marsh, 1920, P• 8) 
First gener- Second gener-
I.Jife - histor9 event at ion issued at ion 
Adults developed Aug. 1914 July 19, 1915 
Flrst eggs depoal~ed June 18, 1 15 July 30, 1915 
First eggs hatched June 25, •15 Aug. 5, 1915 
Fi:rst larva matured July 12, •15 Aug. 23, 1915 
First larva pupated July 13, '15 Aug. 24, 1915 
First adult d1eveloped ,July 19, '15 S~p·t. l) 1915 
Egg period 7 days 6 days 
Larval .Period 18 days 19 days 
Pupae period 6 days 8 days 
Total duration 31 'aays 33 days 
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The 19 beetles which developed September 1, fed 
until September 23,. when hibermttion began.' Thi:: cage 
was placed in the la.boratory cellar Nov•.;imber 10, 1915, 
a.nd was removed to the open ~l:-r1y 3, .1916. June 12, 16 
beetles issued from hibernation, 3 having died during 
the winter, a.nd began feeding •. One pair m~.te·d June 13, 
and the record of the projeny is giYen in Table II· 
\ 
Table II - Record of Gen~rations of E. corrupta 1916 
lst g'iner- 2nd gener-
Life-history event at ion at ion 
Adults developed Sept. 1, '15 July 17, '18 
First eggs deposited June 18, 116 July 30, '16 
First eggs hatched June 25, 116 Aug. 5, •15 
First la1.,ve matured Ju~ly 10, '16 Aug. 21 J '16 
F.trst larv-a. pupated July 11, '16 Aug. 2:3, 1 16 
First adult developed July 17, '16 Aug. 31, '16 
Egg period 7 da.ys 6 days 
r"'a.rva.l period 16 days 18 days 
Pupal period ,.,. days 8 days 0 
Total per1od 29 days· 32 days 
The beetles which developed August 31, fed, wi,thout 
mating or depositing eggs,· untll October 5, when they 
began hibernating. Uovember 10, 1916 the cage was placed 
ln the laboratory cellar and removed to the open air 
April 11, 1917.. The beetles issued from hlb·ernation 
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June 15, 1917, and were then killed closing the record." 
The following data showing the life cycle of 
Epilachna corrupta is taken from Chittenden and Marsh 
(lop. 9). 
Table III - Life cycle of E. corrupta 
Event Length of Stages 





Larva reached maturity Sept. 



















An interesting life history oompa.rison is found in 
the following data which the author worlted out in the 
inseotary at Lawrence, Kansas. On June 28, 1922 three 
pair of hibernating adults of Epilachna corrupta were 
taken in the field at Greeley, Colorado by Professor 
w. H. Hargrove, and mailed to us.at the laboratory. 
Eggs were deposited enroute. The followin~ table shows 
the 1 ife cycle•. 
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First Series 
Event Date Length of Stages 
Eggs deposited June 28, 1922? 
Larva hatched July 5 
Larvae pupated 19-22 
Adults emerged 27~29 






Larvae -pupated · · 
Length of larval 
Second Series 






Did not emerge. All 
individuals died just 
before pupating or in 













A further interesting comparison is in the egg 
records as obtained by Mr. Marsh in Colorado, with 
almost natural conditions, anq that obtained by the 
author in the clo.sed inseotary at Lawrence, Kansas. 
Table V - from Chittenden and Marsh (10 p. 9). 
Egg laying record of single 1 ..eroale of E. corrupta 1916. 
Date No. E$tgS Date No. Eµ:gs 
July 25 52 Aug. ll 54 28 50 15 56 29 53 18 58 Aug. l 52 21 55 3 55 23 52 5 51 26 52 ·a 53. 28 54 9 52 Sept. 2 51 
Total 850 
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l!r. Mareh'a average for eight females was 845 eggs. 
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The rooord hero covers n period of tvrnnty days, and 
does not account for the eggs which might have been lnid 
by thaee aomo beetles in tho field before they were taken, 
or. enronto before the record WEH! sturtad., 
Control 46. 
In some of the small truck patches the attack of 
the bean ladybird was controlled by hand picking. In 
"\riew or the distribution or the dam.age J as stated, clean 
farming or destruction of winter quarters is suggested 
as an important measure of control. 
As to remedial measures, all possibilities were not 
worked out. On July 10 when the first larvae were 
obser\red, the following sprays were tested on large plots 
in a. 9-acre field. Right-angle mist-producing nozzles 
v:rere used. Approximately 80 per cent of the leaves were 
covered on one side or the other. the remainder varying 
from a small amount to none at all. The foliage was 
heavy. 
Experiment No. 1. - Lead aNJEma.te, powder, was used 
at the rate of· 2 pounds to 50 . gallons of water, with 2 
pounds of hydrated lime added. Very little if any damage 
was noted from the spray. A few dead larvae wer·e ±"ound. 
Experiment No. 2. - Lend arsenate, paste, was used 
at the r~te of 2h pounde to 50 gallons of water. No 
damage to the plants was noted. 
Experiment No. 3. - Zinc arsenite, paste, was applied 
at the rate of 2 pounds to 50 gallons of water. This 
strength caused no damage to the plants. 
Experiment No. 4. - Bordeaux mixture, alone, formula 
3-6-50, was applied to a plot. No dama.ge was done to the 
47. 
plants. This .applico:tlon seem•!!d to be as ef.fect.ive as 
any of the foregoltlg during the ea1--lier part o,f the 
season, but this plot·ahowed a greater maximum damage 
£tftt.:U' Augu.at l Uian did any of the Qt~he1 ... s. T·he 
remainder ot' the field and a a<~cond field of 21 uc:r~es 
were sprayed W 1th the Satnf} m&. ter ial and f or·mU la i~S 
numb0r 1, viz, 2 pounds or lead arsenate, 2 pounds of 
hydrated lime, and 50 gallons of wate11 • 
Obse1'l"•~1't icm,l fol lowing th.astl applicatiomi revealed 
a. fow dead larvae. To locate dead 1£.tr,vue wna a difficult 
ma.tter. Our opinion is thi;}t many ware killed at the 
first reeding. If not killed then or vary aoon after, 
they fed. to maturity. Up to August l all remedies tried 
seemed t.o be Gqually sffeot.1ve" the amount of d~mage to 
the plant being about the same· for each plot. Undoubtedly 
t,herne insec.:t~eides held the beetles and h1rv·~;.e in checlt. 
1rhe 9-acre t'leld had an unuErual1y larg~• numbm? 01"' h1.ber-
na ting beetles, Art~er August l the d.amuge St:1emed to 
!~crease quite rapidly, and was worse on the Bordeaux 
plot than on any· or the ·others. A small unsprayed plot 
was entirely dastroyed; most of the. !njur·y hare being 
done before August l. 
In A. B. Owen' A field or 9 acres, whet"'e spr<.!:J ing 
experi~ants ~ere conducted July 10 and 11, the estimated 
dan~ge was 12.5 per cent. It is believed that approxi-
mately 65 per oent of tha larvae hatching before July 26 
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rnust have been ltilled by the lead arsenate or zinc 
c:.rscni te. The number of o.dult beetles found in this 
field in early July· undoubtedly was large enough to 
have damaged the crop to the same extent as in the 
special field mentioned above. This experiment, while 
not of the type anticipated, demonstrates thc.t the attack 
of this species can be controlled by the use of either 
lead arsenal.a or zinc arsenite. 
The combination sprc.y consisting of Bordeaux 
mixture and .. an arsenical is a. promising experiment. 
Undoubtedly the Bordeaux mixture, in case :!. t proves a 
repellent against this insect, w.tll eerve as an important 
fungicide. It will add very little to.the expense of 
spraying and will possibly increase the yield several 
bushels per acre by control 1 ing mi.nor ft~ugous diseases. 
Ai--senu. te of ca.le ium was not tr led by the author. 
The results of the Colorado Experiment Station (2t! p. 54) 
both ·with and without .. lime, were ver•y unsatisfactory on 
account of the burning. The plants were practically 
destroyed when the 1 to 20 strength {1# to 20 gal. water) 
\vas used. 'lihe burning "·as somewhat less w1 th the 1 to 
40 and the l to 80 strengths but was very severe and all 
growth was stopped for a 10 or 15 day period. 
The general summary of the Colorado Experiment 
Station (24 P• 64-65) is as follows: "During three 
of the four years that field experiments were carried 
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on, there were cases where arsenate of lead caused 
quite severe burning, Ho~vever 1 the burning effect 
under average conditions was not severe enough to dis-
courage its use. Experiments indicate that an effective 
strength that is reasonably safe as ragarda burnlr1g is 
one pound of powder to 40 gallons of \vatar. 
Arseni te ·or zinc has pro"(1ed t.he most reliable 
insecticide,, It caused burnlng of rather a aer:Lous 
nature in only two cases during the four ye:Hn"'s it was 
used. Thrse brands of this material wero used. The 
tests indicate that the material is effective and 
reasonably safe when used at thEl · re. tc of one pound of' 
the powdor to 40 or 50 gallons of water. The latter 
strength ts, apparently, as effective.as the former 
and should be lees l:Urnly to burn enid,. under our present 
knowledge, is rBcommemiod as tho most aatist·actory spray 
for the boan beetle. 
Detter results were obtained when the arsenical 
insecticides were applied as a dust," 
"One., two or t,hree applications of spray may be 
necessary, deper1ding upon conditions. 
Early planted beans of an early maturing variety 
ere most easily prot-ooted and are ger.1era.lly most success-
ful in badly infested sections." 
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EXPLANATION S£ PI .. ATES 
PLATE I 









1. Larva, lateral view 
2. Larva, ventral v!ew 
3. Larva, dorsal view 
4. Splne, greatly enlarged 
5. Pupa, ventral view 
















4 • Maxilla 
. * Figures taken from J. 3. Smith, ~~n tor:io10 gi c:..:cl 






1-6. Figures of the Aedaegus 




bt-Base of tegmen 
ml-Median lobe 
ts-Tegminal strutt 
bm-Base of median lobe 
mf-M~dian foramen 
ej-Ejaoulatory duct 
te .... Testis 
o-·Cirrus 
















2. Head of Larva, dorsal aspect 
1. Labium 5. Mandible 
2. Labial palp 6. Labrum 
3. Maxilla 7. Clypeus· 
4. Maxillary palp 8• Antenna 
9. Ascelli. 
3. Aedaegus-Anatis oRcellata 
4. .Media.n lobe. Ep1lachna arrt,us if _........ ______ ......._ 
f oramen 
5. Aedaegus of .E:pilachna crysomelina'f 
a. tegmen e. b. median lobe 
7, Drawings of Extruded Gentalia of 
Coocin~llid, (By Mr. Groesbeck) 
a. a. Edge of elytra seen from beneath 
b. Edge of dorsal segment 
c. So called 7th ventral segment 
d. Sixth ventral segment 
e. Ftfth ventral segment 
f. Penis and 
g. Sip~o (Using Verhoff's no~enclature) 
h. Cirrus 
1. Para.mera 















sc--Genital plRtes (scler!tes) 
2. Genital plates of fe~ale 
3. Sixth sternite of female 
4. Sixth tergite of female 
5. Male pyg!dium 
6. Genital places of male 
sp-·Spicule 'l 
7. Sixth sternite of male 




Leaf of bsan plant showing 




Leaf of bean showing larvae and 
injury of Epilachna. aorrupta. 
7.) ·ATE VI II 
PLA'l'E IX 
Larvae, Epilachna corrupt~ full grown. 

Lenf of bean plant showing injury 
01' Epi la chna cor:rurta.. 

Pupae, Ep!Iachna 9orrup~~J showing 
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